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Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

The interaction between high pressure east of the Bahamas and emerging low pressure over the central Plains is forecast to 
produce increasing onshore flow today. Wind speeds between fresh to strong levels are forecast along with seas between 4 to 
6 feet. The cold front associated with the low then looks to track offshore Texas tomorrow morning and slowly advance 
further east through tomorrow night. Onshore winds may become further enhanced across the eastern Lease Areas with 
strong to near gale force winds and moderate to rough seas possible. Behind the cold front further to the west, winds are 
forecast to shift N-NE’ly at moderate levels. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The slow-moving cold front is forecast to clear eastern Lease Areas on Sunday but stall later Sunday into Monday. 
Furthermore, the passage of high pressure to the north will allow for winds to quickly veer E’ly at moderate levels both of 
these days. Winds will continue to veer onshore Tuesday but quickly become disrupted by another cold front. This front is also 
expected to stall over the Northern Gulf of Mexico on Tuesday with moderate to fresh E’ly winds developing in its wake. A 
reinforcing cold front may follow on Wednesday and provide a moderate to fresh NE’ly breeze that could linger into Thursday 
as well.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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